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At this moment, Adams on the side smiled and said:

"I can't assume that I didn't hear what you said. Our family Amy and Ayuan have a good
relationship. How about Ayuan? What I said before has always counted, and you are welcome to
join our Tianluo City at any time."

"Um?"

Li Xinghai and Siqi looked at Adams.

Si Qi looked serious, and said lightly:

"Lu Yuan is a member of our Red Maple Empire, Adams."

Adams just smiled and did not speak.

When the atmosphere was condensed, Pattonyas next to him gave a dry cough and came out to make

a round:

"Well, you three, don't be ashamed in front of the juniors."

The three of them looked back and said no more.

Lu Yuan sat back in his position under everyone's gaze, and Willie, who was sitting on the side,
gave Lu Yuan a thumbs up silently.

The fighter returned to the defensive camp.

Meng Jiang passed on the news of the victory, and the atmosphere in the defensive camp became
cheerful.

After that, they can develop the ice vein crystal ore on the ice vein star.

The effort to guard this area during this time has paid off.
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Before, Meng Jiang invited everyone to celebrate.

On the second day, everyone said goodbye to each other.

Adams left with Wang Lingling and other geniuses and wanted to return to Tianluo City.

Before leaving, Adams still did not forget to let Lu Yuan have a chance to play in Tianluo City.

When Adams was talking to Lu Yuan, Li Xinghai on one side and Siqi, who had not left yet, kept
staring at Adams, looking for fear that Lu Yuan would be abducted by Adams.

Wang Lingling just said goodbye to Lu Yuan with a smile, and didn't say much.

After the Adams group left, other geniuses from various military districts and big families also left.
The genius of the genius camp was led by the old and a few war emperors. They also left the
defensive camp and returned to the genius camp.

On the fighter plane.

When Yu Lao looked at Lu Yuan and the others, he showed a gentle smile.

"In this competition for the Ice Vein Crystal Mine, all seven of you have contributed. Naturally, the
genius camp will not treat you badly. Especially Lu Yuan. This time, Lu Yuan not only defeated
three warlords in the battle of the ring. , I also killed four kobold geniuses during the team battle,
causing the kobolds to lose a lot. This contribution is not worse than when I was in the beast tide.
Yesterday I notified the principal, and the principal approved to reward Lu Yuan with 200 Ten

thousand credits."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan was stunned, with some surprise in his heart.

When he came to participate in the competition before, Lu Yuan thought that there might be
rewards.

But he didn't expect the reward to be so generous.

With 2 million credits, Lu Yuan can buy another extraordinary gene if he saves a little bit more.

The few geniuses around looked at Lu Yuan with envy.

Old Yu continued to speak:

"Except for Lu Yuan, classmate Si Tingxue also performed well. They defeated four warlord-level
powerhouses in the ring battle. They performed well in the team battle. The principal approved
500,000 credits. Except for the two, the others, based on their performance, Rebecca defeats a



kobold genius and rewards 100,000 credits, and Willie defeats a kobold genius and rewards

100,000 credits..."

Soon, Yu Lao finished talking about the seven rewards.

Among them, Lu Yuan is of course the most. Except for Lu Yuan and Si Tingxue, everyone else
rewarded 100,000 credits for defeating a kobold genius, while the ones who were not defeated
were only awarded 20,000 credits.

Of course, 20,000 credits are also quite good, which is equivalent to the reward for the first place
in the battle list for two months.

Although it was incomparable to Lu Yuan and Si Tingxue, everyone's faces were full of joy.

…………

It was evening before the fighters returned to the genius camp.

Lu Yuan and several people got off the plane, and then they bid farewell to each other and left.

Lu Yuan also bid farewell to Si Tingxue and went back to the dormitory.

In the dormitory, Si Tingfeng and Yang Ping are eating, but McGonagall is not there. They may be
in the place of origin, or they may be practicing.

Seeing Lu Yuan's return, both of them lighted up. Si Tingfeng smiled and said:

"A Yuan, are you back? I heard that you killed several kobold geniuses during the competition this

time? Really? There were several war-sage geniuses in there, all of which were killed by you. ?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, and smiled: "Listen to Feng-senior, how did you know so

fast?"

Si Tingfeng raised his eyebrows and smiled:

"I specifically asked the emperor sister, isn't this a bit worried about you? I didn't expect you to do
such a big thing."

Lu Yuan suddenly nodded:

"It's true."

Yang Ping said while holding the rice:

"Even if Brother Yuan does something big, I'm used to it. Brother Yuan is a pervert."



Si Tingfeng nodded in agreement.

Because they lived with Lu Yuan, they naturally knew nothing about Lu Yuan.

Whether it was at the time of Ayre’s machinery ruins, or the time of the beasts, or now, what did Lu
Yuan do, which one is not shocking to the world?

They are used to it.

"Ayuan, haven't you eaten yet? Come and eat."

Si Tingfeng greeted with a smile.

After dinner, Lu Yuan returned to the room.

The phone rang, and Lu Yuan glanced at it. It was a text message from the school, and 2 million

credits were credited.

Lu Yuan took a look, and now his credits have reached 2.91 million.

Some of the credits were obtained from various items sold by Lu Yuan after buying Brilliant Light.

It's going to reach three million again soon.

Lu Yuan didn't go to find Transcendent Gene immediately, he planned to save more, and then buy
a more expensive one.

Now, because this competition on Ice Vein Stars was over, Lu Yuan didn't seem to have any major

issues in a short time.

He intends to practice hard and cultivate to the battle-sovereign level as soon as possible. When the

battle-sovereignty peaks, he can go to the top of the arrogance list, and then auction all the treasures
of the Ayre machinery relics, accumulate a lot of wealth, and make breakthroughs for the next step.
The repair is ready.

As a result, Lu Yuan began his daily practice again, staying in the gravity room for twelve hours a

day to improve his practice. At other times, he would either increase his combat experience in the
simulation room or go back to rest.

…………

Red Maple City, Martial Arts Hall, Gravity Room.



Lu Yuan sat cross-legged in the gravity chamber, his spiritual power surging continuously in his
body.

At this moment, the gene chain in his body was flashing with dazzling white light.

Having consumed more than three million Tier 5 spirit crystals, Lu Yuan finally tempered the
spatial teleportation to completion.

At the top of the gene chain, the white mist dissipated, revealing the gene chain.

The Zhan Zun level gene lock, coupled with Lu Yuan's three king-level extraordinary genes and one
lord-level extraordinary gene, brought a total of 18 gene chains.

In this regard, Lu Yuan did not show any distress.

He has harvested a lot in the core area of   El Mechanical Ruins, including the third-order
genetic evolution fluid.

The effect is the same as other gene evolution fluids. After use, it can break ten
third-to-fourth-order genetic locks.

Lu Yuan directly took out two bottles of Tier 3 Gene Evolution Liquid and drank them one by one.

The special spiritual power is injected into the gene lock, and the gene lock is quickly broken under
the scouring of the spiritual power.

When all the gene locks were broken, the white mist dissipated completely, revealing the fifth gene
chain.

A powerful force emerged from Lu Yuan's body.

Lu Yuan broke through to the Zhan Zun level.

Lu Yuan felt the newly emerging power in his lower body, and a smile appeared on his face.

Breaking through to the battle-sovereign level, he can evolve the extraordinary gene again, or burn
a new extraordinary gene, which means that Lu Yuan's strength will be greatly improved.

However, to evolve genes requires Lu Yuan's body to be in a state of heyday. He has been
practicing for several days now, coupled with breaking the genetic chain, he feels a little tired and
plans to take a rest.

He returned to the room he rented and had a good night's sleep. Early in the morning, Lu Yuan got
up full of energy.



He thought for a while, and he came to the bathroom.When he tempered his genes last time, the bed
was full of blood. The waiter who caused him looked at him strangely. This time Lu Yuan didn't
want to go through that situation.

He sat down directly in the bathtub and then began to evolve extraordinary genes.

The first extraordinary gene, Lu Yuan chose the white jade spirit body.

From the lord level to the king level, with Lu Yuan's current physique, it is not difficult to evolve.

With a hint of soreness, Lu Yuan quickly completed his evolution.

King Class Extraordinary Gene: Amethyst Spirit Body

It is somewhat similar to the white jade spirit body, but has stronger defensive abilities and greater
improvement in all aspects, and at the same time the recovery ability of spiritual power has also
increased again.

It is an advanced version of the white jade spirit body.

Lu Yuan was quite satisfied with this extraordinary gene.

The king class is so strong, what about the king class?

After evolving to the king level, the inherited knowledge of the gene itself was also passed on.

It's about the inheritance of rocks, metals, and the earth. The continental margins can control certain
rocks and metals. If this extraordinary gene continues to evolve, the continental margins' control
over rocks and metals can continue to improve.

Luyuan evolved again.

During this evolution, a severe pain came out, and blood spilled out of the pores again.

Lu Yuan felt that the flesh and blood cells all over his body were reorganizing.

The evolution from the king-level gene to the king-level gene has changed the life form too much,
and Lu Yuan himself has just broken through to the warlord. If it is an ordinary warlord, wanting to
burn the royal gene normally would be a dead end.

Lu Yuan was able to succeed only because he had a small burden during evolution. Even so, the
pain he suffered was extremely severe.



Lu Yuan could not feel the change of time. After a long time, Lu Yuan opened his eyes, and there
were divine lights flashing in his eyes.

On the surface of his body, blood scabs fell off, revealing white jade-like skin, and there were light
golden lines on the skin. These peculiar lines seemed to have mysterious power, and they looked
magical.

Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, and the pale golden lines disappeared.

Royal Gene: Earth Spirit Body.

This is an extremely powerful transcendent gene, as long as it is stepping on the earth, it can
continuously restore spiritual and physical strength through the power of the earth, and at the same
time, it will also enhance a certain defense ability.

And when the earth spirit body is fully opened, the defensive ability will be greatly improved, and
at the same time, the strength and agility will be greatly improved, and even the spiritual power will
be improved.

This improvement is much stronger than the amethyst spirit body.

At the same time, the land margin's control over rocks and metals has been greatly improved.

He can even create some relatively weak combat skills through his own control of rocks and metals.

Of course, the power of this combat skill is probably equivalent to the ordinary or elite level, and it
is very difficult to reach the boss level.

Even Lu Yuan discovered that he could slightly change the gravity of an area.

This is a derivative application of the power of the earth.

Lu Yuan's heart was shaken. If so, when he raises this gene to the ** level, he wonders if he can
create a black hole?

Even if it is not a black hole, it should be no problem to get a neutron star out?

This is a bit strong.

In addition to these, the blessings brought by the extraordinary gene of the earth spirit body are also
extremely huge.

It was just the blessing brought by the earth spirit body itself, which was even greater than the
increase after the white jade spirit body that had been tempered to perfection before was opened.



And if the earth spirit body combat skills are turned on, the gap is even more outrageous.

Only when he personally experienced it, could Lu Yuan understand that the royal-level combat
skills and the king-level combat skills were indeed not at the same level, they were too strong.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath and rinsed his body. After flushing the blood scabs away, Lu Yuan felt
that his body was floating and ecstatic, and the sublimation of life made him feel very light and

agile.

After resting, Lu Yuan began to evolve another extraordinary gene.

Lu Yuan began to evolve the light of life.

The severe pain came again, the flesh and blood cells were transformed, and the essence of life was
sublimated again. When the pain dissipated, the evolution of the light of life transcendental gene
was completed, reaching the emperor level.

Royal Gene: Tides of Life

Tide of Life is also a combat technique of the Healing System. The effect is much stronger than that
of Light of Life, and it can be used against a large number of people at the same time.

It is a combat technique for group healing.

Compared to the healing power of this combat technique, the inheritance knowledge of the Emperor
Gene itself made Lu Yuan even more pleased.

Lu Yuan has once again improved his understanding and use of life and nature.

Now, even if he didn't use the healing tactics, Lu Yuan could only use his spiritual power to use the
power of life and nature to achieve a good healing effect.

Even not only the healing effect, Lu Yuan can weaken the opponent’s vitality to a certain extent, of
course ~www.mtlnovel.com~ This ability is because Lu Yuan currently has a low grasp of life and

the power of nature, for the same level The strong man should have no effect, and he can only abuse
food.

Even so, Lu Yuan was still very satisfied.

And the powerful amplification effect brought by Life Tide, compared to before, the increase in
mental power is still the most powerful, but the increase in other aspects is much stronger than that
of the Light of Life.



It seems that gradually as the level of this extraordinary gene evolution is getting higher and higher,
the increase in all aspects also tends to be balanced.

Lu Yuan naturally expressed satisfaction with this phenomenon. After all, he could evolve many
god-level genes.

Lu Yuan took a break and soon continued to evolve.

With the same operation as before, the third transcendent gene quickly completed the evolution, and
the mechanical control evolved into the mechanical king.

Compared with before, the ability to control mechanical life has been further improved, and the
various mechanical knowledge contained in the inherited knowledge is also more profound.

Lu Yuan felt that he could even create lifeless Tier 4 or Tier 5 mechanical weapons.

If all the resources in the El Mechanical Ruins were used up by that time and the spirit crystals
began to be lacking again, Lu Yuan felt that he could sell them by making various mechanical

weapons.

This should be considered a good way to get money.

As for the increase effect of Extraordinary Gene, of course it is also satisfying.

Finally, Luyuan began to evolve space teleportation.

The pain this time was the most intense, and similarly, the consumption of spirit crystals was also
the most.

It consumed nearly six million Tier 5 spirit crystals in Lu Yuan.

Fortunately, he has a lot of spirit crystals now, otherwise he really can't stand it.

However, looking at the supernatural gene of the new space element, Lu Yuan's distress for
Lingjing also disappeared, revealing an excited smile.
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